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UAW Local 249 hosted a VOTE NO on Prop A door canvas and phone
banking rally with Lauren Arthur, left to right, Liz Shuler, Judy Morgan
and Mark Ellebracht and hundreds of union activists. Photo by Don
Lehman.
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Officers of Local 249

Mike Lewis, President of the AFL-CIO, made calls at the Stop Prop A rally held at the
union hall on July 10th. Photo by Don Lehman.

President Jason Starr
1st Vice President Tony Renfro
2nd Vice President Tom Carr
Recording Secretary Shirley Mata
Financial Secretary Dana Davidson
Treasurer Chrissy Kline
Trustees Ed Scaggs, Connie Thomas, Sade Ott
Sergeant at Arms Leon Allen
Guide Jeremy Fue
Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher
Bargaining Committee Steve Chorbak and Travis Ramsey
Skilled Trades Bargaining Committee Member Ron Pangborn
Parts Depot Bargaining Chair Dave Rogers
Nurse’s Bargaining Chair Cathy Koogler
Team Solutions Bargaining Chair David Norris
Retiree Representative Larry Rupp
The Regular Membership Meeting of United Automobile Workers Amalgamated Local
Union 249 is held on the third Sunday of each month at 2:00 p.m. in the local union hall,
8040 NE 69 Highway, Pleasant Valley, Mo. The Executive Board Meeting is held at 1:00
p.m. prior to the Regular Membership Meeting.

UAW-Ford Joint Programs

Democratic candidate Judy Morgan, up for reelection for Missouri State Representative
in the 24th District, participated in the door canvas and phone banking at the Stop
Prop A rally. Photo by Don Lehman.

Apprentice Training
Cortez Bradley 816-459-2060
Benefits
Steve Hibbs, Derron Joyner and Jason Hartman 816-454-6333
Employee Involvement
Chad Troncin 816-459-1372
Darroyce Thornton 816-459-1490
Employee Support Services
Kenny Alexander 816-459-1226
Health and Safety
Ed Samborski 816-459-1210
Terry Tharp 816-459-1407
Ulysses Bales 816-459-1605
Joe Camper 816-459-5559
Dave Sambol 816-459-1223
Quality
John Lowe and Jeff Wright 816-459-1232
Dealer Rep. Danny Mata

Helpful Numbers

Quality Hotline 1-866-723-3937
Employee Health Services 816-459-1226
National Employee Service Center 1-800-248-4444
Blue Care 816-395-2700
Blue Cross PPO 1-800-482-5146
Preferred Care Blue PPO 816-395-3193
Child Care Referrals 866-327-7952
UNICARE Life Insurance 1-800-843-8184
UNICARE Medical/Disability Leave Claims 1-877-475-9652
Delta Dental (Active) 844-223-8520
Delta Dental (Retired) 800-524-0149
United Concordia Dental Plan 1-800-937-6432
Ford A,X,& Z Plan 1-800-348-7709
www.fordvehicleprograms.com
UAW-Ford Legal Services 800-482-7700
UAW-Ford TESPHE 1-800-248-4444

UAW Local 249 Retiree Rick Mellon, Democratic candidate in the race for Missouri
House of Representatives 39th District, made calls at the Stop Prop A Rally. Photo
by Don Lehman.
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Visit Local 249 on the web at www.local249.org
Like Local 249 on Facebook www.facebook.com/local249
Follow us on Twitter @UAWLocal249

Labor News From the World Wide Web

The Picket Line

Right to Work Could Mean Lower Wages

O

n the surface, “right to work” policy sounds like something beneficial to
Missouri workers, but opponents say it’s a misnomer. Contrary to what the
name may indicate, the policy does not aim to provide a general guarantee
of employment to people seeking work...
“What that does is, it effectively limits the collective power of workers to
negotiate for higher wages and more benefits by limiting union resources,” Baker
said; “while at the same time, it still requires those unions to extend the benefits
of those negotiated contracts to those who don’t contribute financially.” — KMLA
Radio

Right to work wrong for Missouri
By Janelle Jones and Heidi Shierholz

D

espite the name, right to work laws do not confer any sort of right to a
job. Rather, they dilute union bargaining strength by making it harder for
unions to sustain themselves financially. Some supporters of RTW laws falsely
claim that these laws ensure that no one is forced to be a member of a union
or pay to advocate political causes they do not support. But those things are
already illegal under federal law.
What RTW laws do is make it illegal
RTW laws have not succeeded in
for a group of unionized workers to boosting employment in states that
negotiate a contract that requires each have adopted them. In fact, RTW laws
employee who enjoys the benefit of have no causal impact on job growth or
the contract to pay his or her share of unemployment, contrary to the claims
the costs of negotiating and oversee- of its proponents.
ing it. In other words, RTW laws prevent
RTW laws are associated with lowunions from requiring that workers er wages and benefits for both union
who benefit from union representation and nonunion workers. In RTW states,
pay their fair share of that representa- the average worker makes 3.1 percent
tion. By making it harder for unions to less in hourly wages than the average
collect these “fair share fees,” RTW laws worker with similar characteristics in
aim to restrict union resources and non-RTW states. This pattern of lower
to thereby impede unions’ ability to wages in RTW states is also true for
negotiate better wages, benefits, and women workers and workers of color.
working conditions for workers.
Through weakening unions, RTW
Across the country, large sums of laws hurt the middle class. As union
money have been devoted to backing membership has declined in recent
RTW bills, with lobbyists claiming that decades, the share of overall income
a RTW law in their state would create received by the middle class is close
jobs and boosts wages by attracting to a post-WWII low.
companies to the state. This report
By restricting the capacity of
summarizes the evidence showing that unions to bargain for workers and thus
these claims are completely without lowering wages and benefits, RTW
merit. RTW laws do not boost jobs— laws lower tax revenues and reduce
they restrict unions and hurt wages:
aggregate demand.
Only 5.2 percent of private-sector
Those considering whether to vote
workers in RTW states are union for Missouri’s RTW law should consider
members or are covered by a union the consequences—specifically the
contract, compared with 10.2 percent negative impact on unionization and
in non-RTW states.
wages—while giving the proper zero
Based on the impact of a RTW law weight to the false claims that RTW
in neighboring Oklahoma, we could laws would boost the state’s economy
expect that nearly 60,000 fewer Mis- and attract new businesses.
sourians working in the private sector
On August 7, voters in Missouri
would be covered by a union contract if will decide whether to adopt the new
RTW were implemented in Missouri.
RTW law. — EPI

Missouri’s right-to-work vote could be a
‘turnaround’ for labor

A

FL-CIO secretary treasurer Liz Shuler told union members and volunteers
the whole country is watching Missouri’s right to work vote and she was
confident labor would prevail at a rally held at Local 249 July 10.
“We think Missouri’s victory will signal that — that there’s a turnaround and
that we are a powerful movement,” Shuler said. — Kansas City Star

Greitens’ dark money group funds right to
work — denies criminal wrongdoing

T

he three groups campaigning in favor of right to work pulled in more than
$1.6 million over the same period. The largest donation of half-a-million
dollars came from A New Missouri, the nonprofit recently accused in an ethics
complaint of violating campaign finance laws while essentially functioning as an
unofficial arm of former Gov. Eric Greitens’ operation. A New Missouri can shield
its donors’ identities, so the ultimate source of the money is not known.
A lawyer representing A New Missouri has denied criminal wrongdoing. —
KCTV 5

The empty promise of right to work

I

n a 2011 briefing paper for the Economic Policy Institute, authors Gordon
Lafer and Sylvia Allegretto suggests there have been few benefits for states
adopting right to work laws. It tracked unemployment rates in Oklahoma five
years before it adopted right to work in 2001 and five years after.
“No matter how we analyzed the data, the result was always the same: The
adoption of right to work in Oklahoma had no significant positive impact whatsoever on employment,” the briefing says. — St. Louis Post Dispatch

Elected officials who support ‘right to work’
betray their role

T

he “right to work” battle is front and center these days. It is so important
to the people of Missouri. The Republican Party is so dedicated to accepting money from lobbyists who are sent by the large corporations, big banks
and industrialists. Lawmakers are betraying their role as elected officials with
responsibility to the people of Missouri.
The Republican politicians want to weaken the unions that protect goodpaying positions. Their hope is that more jobs will be created. However, if they
are, since we are in a service-oriented economy, they will be low-paying jobs that
produce little in income taxes. So the state of Missouri is losing revenue. — St.
Louis Post Dispatch
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Community Services Committee members Ann Amor, left and Sadie Bass, right, handed out blessing bags to area homeless women for Mother’s Day. The bags contained
personal hygiene products and a Quik Trip gift card. Photo by Don Lehman.

Community Services gives to homeless women

M

By Colleen Taylor

embers of Local 249’s Community Service Committee made
Mother’s Day special for 20 homeless women this year. On Friday
May 11, after working the Women’s Build for Habitat for Humanity, Committee members Sadie Bass and Ann Amor headed to downtown
Kansas City to meet the ladies and give them their Mother’s Day gifts. They
gave the women backpacks and duffle bags filled with hygiene products
and other wonderful items.
“To me, they were blessing bags and family planning, and the role of
for these women,” said Bass.
women as the primary caregivers of
For homeless women, just having children. These factors contribute to
what we consider the basics is anything the income and housing implications
but basic. Buying hygiene products can and inequalities which ensue, divorce,
take the back seat for the homeless decline of the welfare state, and the
when they are struggling to find the lack of affordable housing. Poor menmoney to buy food.
tal and hygienic health of women is
Women and families represent the both a precursor and consequence
fastest growing groups of the homeless of homelessness among the female
population in the United States. Ap- population.
Nationally, twenty to fifty percent
proximately 34 percent of the homeless
of
all
homeless women and children
population are families with children.
become
homeless as a direct result of
Among homeless families, 90 percent
are female-headed. Most homeless escaping domestic violence.
families in the United States are led by
“I feel like homeless women are
a young single mother without familial probably being overlooked by most
support and material resources.
people,” said Bass.
Some of the major factors of
The idea for the blessing bags behomelessness among American wom- gan when Bass decided she wanted to
en include domestic violence, of which do something special for the homeless
women are the overwhelming victims, women for Mother’s Day this year. So
poverty, lack of access to healthcare she proposed her idea to Community
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Services Committee Chairperson Kim
Rowland.
Originally committee members
thought about giving used purses to
the women but decided against it.
Some people felt like it wouldn’t be a
good idea because some of them could
be brand named purses. So Ann Amor
teamed up with Bass and put their
plan into action. Amor knew someone
that could possibly donate some bags.
Once they had the bags, Bass and Amor
began to work on getting together a
list of things that they felt needed to
be placed in the bags. They then contacted the City Union Mission, which
placed Bass in contact with someone
who could help them distribute the
bags to the homeless ladies.
The bags contained a flashlight,
UAW local 249 cup, UAW breast cancer
T-shirt, Mary Kay lipstick and eyeshadow and Avon perfume. Personal
hygiene items included were sanitary
items, nail clippers, toothbrush and
toothpaste, Q-tips and laundry soap/
dryer sheets, hair and beauty products,
hair accessories, sunscreen, and first
aid items. Socks and deodorant were
donated by Opal Johnson, who is a
member of IAMAW, Local 778. All of
these items with a $5 QT gift card were

packed in Under Armour backpacks
and duffle bags donated by Elli Harvey
with Gear for Sports.
“We collected things of necessity.
We wanted the ladies to feel special on
Mother’s Day and pamper themselves
so that’s where the Mary Kay makeup
and Avon Perfume can into play,” said
Bass. “The backpacks and duffle bags
were perfect because they will be
something they can keep and use in
the future for their belongings.”
Local 249’s Community Services
Committee continued their good
works by again supporting this year’s
annual Eastside Community Day Festival and school supply give away. They
are teamed up again with the Women’s
Committee and the other Local 249
standing committees. Each committee
donated $300 to help with the cost of
the event.
At this event, children, ages preschool through high school received
a bag of school supplies. It was held
from 10am-2pm. on Saturday July 28th
at the Apostolic Church of God, located
at 1911 Hardesty, KC, MO. The committees’ partnership with the church
provided hundreds of children school
supplies to help make sure they start
their school year right.

Heide Dawson was arrested during the Poor Peoples Campaign’s 40 days of civil disobedience fighting for workers rights. Photo By Dani Carl.

The power of one union family

I

By Gwen Starkey

n 1968, Martin Luther King started a Poor People’s Campaign to end
poverty. Over 50 years later, we are renewing that fight in a 40-day
wave of organizing, educating, moral direct action and nonviolent civil
disobedience, fighting so workers don’t have to live in poverty, fighting for
a $15 minimum wage and stronger unions. UAW Local 249 has a big dog in
this fight and her name is Heide Dawson.
Heide, whose husband Doug is a and we learned what to do and what
19 year UAW Local 249 member, works not to do.”
on A-Crew in Truck Paint as a block
The experience was the most civil
sander. He’s no stranger to volunteer- of civil disobedience she says. “We were
ing either, as he sits on the Community sitting in a line in this intersection
Services Committee, but his wife has about 12 rows deep and the police
taken the movement to a completely came and they asked us all to move and
new level last month when she was of course, no one moved,” Heide said.
arrested for civil disobedience.
“We just continued to sing and chant
“As a family we are very social and still, not one person moved.” Evenjustice oriented so we really gravitated tually they just asked them one line at
towards this Poor People’s Campaign a time to get up where they wrote out
and especially being a union family it citations. Towards the end, she says,
just really resonated with us so we de- “It was taking them so long that it was
cided to go ahead and join the civil dis- an agreement that the last four lines
obedience group,” Heide Dawson said. in which I was in one of those four, we
Their plan to stand up for those less all stood up and patiently waited in
fortunate may come with some con- line for our turn to be arrested.” This is
sequences and those consequences something Heide believes passionately
were the possibility of being arrested. in and her plans are to participate in as
They planned for that and took a civil many as she can.
disobedience training class in which
“The Poor People’s campaign is a
they learned how to react.
continuation of Martin Luther King’s
“As a group, we knew of the pos- civil rights and the quality of life, and
sibility of being arrested each week of things that affect people and keep
the 40 days of civil disobedience,” she them in poverty,” She said. “One of
said, “so we took a civil disobedience their major things is unions. My family
class with the Poor People’s Campaign believes very strongly in the unions

and we are a very strong union family.” She has great reasons as to why
she believes so strongly in the union.
It’s not just the fact that unions are
a strong counterbalance to the evil
forces behind companies that strive to
wring every cent out of all transactions,
whether its customer or employee
based; but also the fact that without a
union backing you, you stand alone.
“I have three daughters and two of
them have a chronic illness and Ford,
through our UAW negotiated healthcare benefits has basically saved their
lives, Heide said. “No child should ever
have to go without health insurance.
Children covered under our wonderful insurance are no different from
any other child. Why should anyone
go without or with substandard insurance? We should all have health care as
a human right in this country. So luckily, for my children, my husband works
at Ford. One of my daughters who has
this chronic illness has a husband who
also works at Ford. Thank goodness.”
The difference when you have a
union or a group of people behind you
is this, she explains. “When my six year
old needed an insulin pump, the insurance company said no. They thought
she was too young. They decided that
she couldn’t have it. Even after the doctor prescribed it for her, and everyone
agreed that it was a necessity, they
still said no.”

Here is where they unleashed the
dog in the fight, don’t get between
a mom and her children. “That is entirely unacceptable,” she said and she
promptly went to see her Union Benefits Rep Scotty Jeanin and explained
the situation to him. Within two weeks,
the insulin pump was approved and
delivered to the Dawson family. “This
was 100 percent because we had that
union power behind us,” she said. She
feels like the queen of navigating the
healthcare industry because she has
advocated for her children’s health for
over 20 years and she’s never lost one
appeal.
“When the Obama administration
first conceived the ACA, its purpose
was to gather people together to allow
them to basically make their own pool
of people sort of like our unions have,”
Heide said, but unfortunately, things
that were hard fought for the ACA are
slowly getting eroded. Healthcare was
one of the issues that we were at the
capital in Jefferson City marching for.”
“It’s not just healthcare alone,”
Heide says, “It’s all the benefit’s that
we enjoy as a union. A few years ago,
my husband Doug had a health issue
and he was out of work for a long time,
almost 9 months. We never once had
to worry that his job was not going to
be there once he returned.” Having a
union behind them gave them peace
of mind.
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UAW Local 249 member Greg Smith knocked on over 900 doors to help Lauren Arthur, Missouri State Senator for the 17th District, get elected. Photo by Don Lehman.

A knock on a door can win an election

I

By Gwen Starkey

n the age of social media, political candidates in competitive districts
are putting down their smartphones and picking up pamphlets as they
set out knocking on doors and shaking hands because meeting the right
person at the right time could make or break an election.
UAW Local 249 recently experi- what I could. I actually lost track of just
enced victory when they unleashed how many doors that I did knock on
a small army of volunteers campaign- because it was just whenever I could
ing and door knocking for Lauren get out and do it. I would knock during
Arthur, the newly elected Missouri the week before I would go into work,
State Senator for the 17th District. on the weekends, just whenever posArthur prevailed over her opponent sible. I wasn’t even keeping track until
by double-digit margins becoming the they told me on election night that it
first Democrat to hold that seat in more had gotten to 900 doors. Wow, it was
just amazing.”
than a decade.
The Arthur campaign was the first
What helped Arthur’s campaign
campaign
that Smith worked on with
turn the tide and flip this seat was her
the
Local
249
CAP Committee and it
volunteers. One dedicated volunteer,
started
out
just
knocking on doors that
UAW Local 249 Community Action
were
right
around
his neighborhood.
Committee (CAP) member Greg Smith
This
was
important
to him because
upped the ground game taking door
Lauren
Arthur
was
in
his
district. “It was
knocking to an entirely new level
when he knocked on over 900 doors. definitely something that I wanted to
“It was very important for me to make sure we did all we could to help
make sure that she was elected,” Greg her,” Smith said. There are just too
Smith said, and I just wanted to do many down in Jefferson City right now
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that don’t even want to listen to their
constituents and Lauren was definitely
one that would.”
With just a little over 3 years
seniority at the plant working on the
Brake Booster pick job on B-Crew
in Truck Trim, Smith decided to get
involved in the union. While working
other dead-end jobs where there was
no upward mobility, he realized that
joining a union had its benefits. “I saw
an opportunity at Ford and especially
with the union where you can go to a
job with great benefits and make a difference and actually advance yourself
in many different ways, that’s what
really drew me to it.” Smith said.
“On top of that,” he says, “With the
great leadership that we’ve had with
the union, they are really inspiring us
to get out there and not only educate
ourselves about the issues, but to educate as many others as possible.” That
is something that is very important to
him and it’s a great way to get out into
the local community as well, not just at
the plant. “In the community, I can get

out and tell them what we stand for
and really try to make sure that everyone knows that we need to be vigilant
and involved, because it’s not just our
lives we need to be worried about, it’s
the lives of our children and grandchildren that we are fighting for too,” he
says.” It was something very inspiring
and easy for me to get behind.”
As a rule of thumb, the smaller the
race, the greater the impact a group of
volunteers can have. In smaller races,
fewer voters participate and campaigns tend to have fewer resources
and media attention so this means that
voters usually don’t tend to have a lot
of information on the issues so direct
contact from political candidates and
campaigns can often determine their
preference in the voting booth.
“Some of the issues voters had as
I was speaking with them were that
they were upset with their own political party,” Smith said. “People felt they
are not represented well by politicians
they elected into office. Many people
want to speak about politics at the

national level, so I start a conversation
with them telling them we have to start
somewhere and that’s at the local and
statewide level. Once we get that going
where we have that base of representatives there, we will have them listening
to us at the national level.”
It’s something that he’s always
said, even before he began working
for Ford, that Democrats in Missouri
are different from Democrats somewhere else. “I think the issues that are
important to people around here don’t
necessarily mesh up with the national
message. Not that there’s anything
wrong with that, but the only place
that we can really focus our energy
and get change in that way is with our
local and state politics, Smith says.
“So getting people geared towards
that mindset to focus on issues that
are going to impact their daily lives is
important.”
That’s been the real joy in all this,
Smith says, is to see when people start
to realize, “Maybe let’s not worry about
these national distractions, because
they are coming for our paychecks, our
insurance, our livelihood and eventually our retirement.” So many people
are concerned about the national issues and that is distracting them from
seeing what’s going on that can really
affect their daily lives.
He effectively gets the word out by
telling potential voters to bypass all the
negativity and to look at candidates
and their record to see where they
stand. One of his main messages is just
to remind people to get out and vote.
“Take charge of your own governance,”
Smith said, which is what it’s supposed
to be about anyway.”
When trying to get others involved, Smith says its basic word of
mouth. “I try to tell people about it
whether I’m just walking in the plant,
on a break or at lunch. Just talking
about it in a conversational way and
not trying to convince them one way or
another that they should volunteer, but
just talk about it and how important
it is to me.” Some are receptive while
others aren’t he says, but he always lets
them draw their own conclusions.
“I would like everyone to know
that this is something that we need to
do,” Smith says. “When you have representatives in Jeff City that do not care
what we say, it’s time for a change, and
that change starts with you. They count
on us to become complacent, tired and
disillusioned, and just give up on it.
That’s not the foundations that
built this country. We all have a say
and if we can get out there and elect
people that actually want to represent us, instead of corporate or other
special interest, we will take back our
government.”

Retiree Rick Mellon, left, is the Democratic candidate for the 39th District of Missouri House of Representatives. Retiree Terry
Richard, center, is the Democratic candidate for the 12th District Missouri Senate seat and A-Crew Truck Paint employee Travis
Hagewood, right, is the Democratic candidate for the Missouri State Representative in the 31st District.Photo by Don Lehman.

Local 249 members vie for office

T

By Gwen Starkey

hree UAW Local 249 members have had enough with the way things
are in Missouri politics and have decided that change starts with them.
Retiree Rick Mellon will be the Democratic candidate in the race for
the 39th District of Missouri House of Representatives. Retiree Terry Richard will be the Democratic candidate for the 12th District Missouri Senate
seat and Dayshift Truck Paint employee Travis Hagewood is the Democratic
candidate for the Missouri State Representative in the 31st District. While
all three candidates will be running unopposed in the August Primary, each
face formidable opponents in November’s race and need your support.
When asked what prompted him would like to see an expanded A Plus
to run for office, Mellon said that after program, and look into the campaign
the 2016 election disaster he decided finance laws that seeming allow big
that it was time to get involved. “It’s not corporate donors to buy politicians.
enough to say that we are just going
All the candidates agree that they
to go and vote anymore. It’s time for are not really politicians, but they all
action. Mellon, a Bernie Sanders fan, have the same goal in mind to make
would like to see a fully funded educa- Missouri a better place to live. Voting
tion, a single payer healthcare, and to no on Prop A is an important first step
reverse some of the policies enacted in and while some candidates will run
the past few years that’s been against unopposed in August, that’s no reason
workers.
not to go out and vote.
Richards says that he got involved
At this point all three of the UAW
because being a farmer himself he Local 249 candidate’s campaigns will
thought that he could relate to this be a grassroots movement. Some of
district as it is 98 percent agricultural.
He thinks he can make a difference
by keeping farmland within the local
families, making improvements in
infrastructure, and making an investment in education. He says farmers
who want their land managed by smart
kids will need to have a good education available to them.
Travis Hagewood decided to run
for office right after he realized that
the right to work issue wasn’t going
away on its own. He felt like unions
were unfairly under attack and was
tired of corporate greed taking over. He

them are jumping on social media and
the web to get their message across
while others embrace their local community spirit. Either way, volunteers are
always welcome to help candidates get
the message out to potential voters.
Calling and door knocking are great
ways to help get them name recognition along with placing yard signs and
any monetary donations are gratefully
accepted.
“I’m not scared of the hard work
and working for a change,” Mellon says.
“It’s important and I’m going to try to
do something.” Richards and Hagewood both feel that if given the chance
they could make a difference too.
The August Primary is a very important election. Republican legislators have vowed that if Prop A is not
passed in August that they will continue to bring it back until it does. Our
Local 249 candidates all have the same
message for us and that is to encourage everyone to get out and vote. You
have a say and your vote matters.

Protect Your Pay

VOTE NO
On Prop A
August 7
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Right to work: The long con

R

By Tony Renfro

ecently I had a fourth of July barbecue, I invited a lot of friends and
neighbors to come and enjoy the festivities. Food, drinks, fireworks,
the whole thing. I asked people that came to bring a side dish or a
dessert or donate some money for the fireworks. No big deal. At the end of
the night however I noticed that some people hadn’t brought anything or
contributed any money for anything. They wanted to have fun and reap all
of the good times others had provided but didn’t want to do any work or do
their fair share. This is how right to work operates. This is Prop A.
The model for why this is bad is work law trying to be passed by the
simple. It weakens the unions which wealthy. This is a law designed to save
leads to lower wages. Lower wages the greedy corporations money in
equals less money in the community the long run. This is the long con. Just
which leads to less tax money for other another way to squeeze money out of
programs like education. Less educa- the middle class. The crazy thing is that
the wage gap between the ultra-rich
tion leads to more poverty.
By the end of it you have an un- and the working people is ridiculous
educated work force who have lived already, but they still want more.
They look down on us, the working
in poverty for so long they don’t know
class,
they want to weaken our union.
any better and will blame the union
Repealing
right to work is the only
for their problems and literally beg for
way
of
fighting
for our safety and our
any job that pays a pittance of poor
wages. This is a long con that will leave wages. The people and organizations
people poor, and begging for a job. For that push these laws to be passed by
an example, we need look no further the politicians that they have paid for
than Mississippi, a right to work state are not doing this for the welfare of
the people.
since 1954.
They don’t pass laws so workers
Prop A is just another right to

UAW Local 249 Vice President Tony Renfro spoke at a Stop Prop A rally about right
to work. Photo by Don Lehman.
can better themselves, they pass laws
so workers keep doing worse, have
less protections and lower wages. They
pass these laws to help themselves.
Lower wages for the workers mean
more profits for them.
They like to talk and promise that
these laws create more jobs. If these

jobs are minimum wage jobs with no
benefits, are they really helping our
economy?
Don’t be confused about the
name, this is a bold faced lie to the
workers of Missouri. This is an attack
on unions. This is bad for Missouri, bad
for workers, bad for you.

UAW Local
249 Picnic
Monday, September 3 from 11 AM - 5 PM

La Benite Riverfront Park

Cement and N Courtney Rd, Sugar Creek
The UAW Local 249 annual picnic will be held on Labor Day,
Monday September 3rd from 11am to 5pm
at LaBenite Riverfront Park in Sugar Creek, MO.
The carnival style event will have good food, rides, inflatables, carnival midway games and so much more! The event is free for Members and immediate family. Members will need to stop by the hall to sign out event bracelets
(8 max.) before the sign up deadline of August 24th. For more information
please contact the Union Hall at 816-454-6333
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Transit production remains on overtime

T

By Jim Fisher

ransit Production will remain throughout the month of August on
a 5x10 schedule with rotating Super Saturdays between the shifts.
However, in September the company has told us they will go back to
a 40 hour production schedule. The company has indicated they are looking at returning to a 4x10 pattern when they do reduce the hours, but at
this time we have nothing in writing from them. We will provide details as
we receive them. Over the past few years this seems to be a pattern for the
Transit System. One reason is that Transit sales are mostly fleet orders. The
last quarter of the year companies are setting their budgets for the following year, then in January they place their orders with Ford.
The Truck System will remain on our suppliers and force them to lower
a 3 Crew 4x10 schedule with a Super pay, and lessen benefits, it will make it
Production Day scheduled for B-Crew harder to protect some of the work we
August 4th and A-Crew for August do inside our plant.
19th. There are also plans for one Super
Our local has definitely seen the
Day in September and two in October, highs and lows from contracts. We
but details have not been worked out have been in positions of negotiating
on them yet.
to keep Ford from bankruptcy and to
On August 2nd and 3rd UAW Local keeping the plant open with product
249 will be partnering with the Salva- commitments. We have been through
tion Army for a gate collection. The temporary employees (89 day help,
proceeds will go towards the Salvation Monday & Friday, STS, TPT) to wage
Army’s Children’s Shelter. The shelter is increases, bonuses, and increased
a safe haven for children in the Kansas profit sharing. My point is this, over the
City area that have been removed from years there have been things we have
their homes because of abuse, aban- all liked and disliked in contracts. But,
donment or neglect. The shelter also as a union we have the chance to fight
provides emergency lodging in the and fix things. The attacks on unions
event parents are temporarily unable definitely lower those chances. Everyto care for their children in a crisis.
On August 7th we ask all our
members, their families and neighbors
to vote “NO” on Prop A. Big business
has spent millions of dollars across the
country to attack unions. They have
purchased and pressured Lawmakers
into slowly taking away the power of
unions and their ability to bargain. For
just one minute ask yourself, why. It
even states on the ballot “state and local government entities expect no cost
or savings”. So why do politicians even
care about this? What’s the benefit for
them? They even know some people
in their districts won’t vote for them
in their next election because of their
stance on this. The answer is simple,
it’s big businesses that support their
campaign finance, and they want it.
Without unions fighting for better
wages, job security, training, safety,
and heathcare there would be less
opposition for a reduction of all these
items in the companies they own.
Why else would millionaires and large
corporations be driving so hard to
push this? Do you honestly believe
they really care how much you spend
in union dues?
On a local level this could affect us
at Local 249 sooner than people think.
We compete with suppliers every day.
If they can crack into the unions of

UAW Local 249 Bargaining Chairman Jim Fisher explains the impact right to work
will have on our local making it harder to protect some of the work we do inside the
plant. Photo by Don Lehman.
one should be paying their fair share.
You wouldn’t go to a gym and expect
to work out without paying your membership dues. You wouldn’t expect the
benefits of a home owners association
without paying your dues. Why would
anyone expect to receive the benefits

of a union without paying their dues?
Even business owners know the value
of membership and dues. They are
in fact also dues paying members in
an organization as well; it’s called the
Chamber of Commerce. On August 7th
please Vote NO on Prop A.

VOTE NO
ON

PROP A
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Let the welfare of the people be the supreme law

S

By Jason Starr

isters and Brothers, UAW Local 249 has the most dedicated and passionate membership in the state of Missouri. Our membership has
spent countless hours working to combat Prop A right to work and its
direct attack on our union, our families, and our way of life. We organized
and participated in protests, delivered thousands of Vote No on Prop A signs
all over the greater Kansas City area. We knocked on thousands of doors
and made thousands more phone calls to tell our story and seek support
for democracy in the workplace on August 7th.
The membership at UAW Local unique case, 9 of the 10 poorest states
249 is not fooled by this veiled attack in the nation are right to work
and understands that right to work
Is this what we want for the state
is nothing more than an attempt to of Missouri? The answer is no, but this
weaken our union and our voice on the is unfortunately what too many of our
job. Out of touch corporate elites and elected representatives in the state
the anti-working class politicians they legislature are pursuing for our great
control in Jefferson City have pushed state.
this law to increase their profits at our
Why would so many of the people
expense. Right to work will make it we elect and send to Jefferson City
easier for CEO’s and management to pursue an agenda that decades of emforce working people all across the pirical data shows has a catastrophic
state to accept lower wages and worse impact on the working class and state
working conditions.
economies. It’s simple really, they have
Look no further than the state of been paid to do so in the form of huge
Mississippi that adopted right to work campaign contributions and promises
as state law in 1954. If right to work of executive jobs once the dirty work
leads to economic investment and is done.
job growth, one would assume that
Who is behind this agenda? The
Mississippi would be an economic U.S. Chamber of Commerce, ALEC
power house. However the reality is and just a few billionaires motivated
that Mississippi is the poorest state in by their greed are the architects and
the nation, ranking 50th in economic financiers of these attacks in the state
opportunity, 49th in Infrastructure, of Missouri. The most outspoken voice
49th in access to healthcare and 46th in these attacks is David Humphreys
in quality of education according to the CEO of TAMKO the embattled
a study performed by McKinsey & shingle manufacture in Joplin. He and
Company and published by US News his family gave over 14 million dollars
& World Report. Mississippi is not a in campaign contributions in the 2016

NEED HELP?
Are you worried about money?
Do you have problems on the
job? Is someone in your family ill? Has a loved one passed
away? Have you been physically
or mentally abused? Are there
drug or alcohol problems in
your family? Having thoughts of
suicide?
The UAW Chaplaincy Committee
is here is listen or to offer spiritual
advice. Call the Union Hall at 816454-6333 and the Local will put you in
touch with one of our caring Chaplaincy Committee members.
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UAW Local 249 President Jason Starr spoke at the recent Solidarity Concert about
the importance of voting NO on Prop A. Photo by Don Lehman.
Missouri state elections. This investment effectively bought an anti-worker
governor and a state legislature to do
his bidding by attacking unions and
the collective bargaining process. The
state legislature wasted no time in carrying out their orders and passed right
to work. They also passed legislations
that is designed to decimate the states
prevailing wage rules that hurts our
Brothers and Sisters in the building and
constructions trades.
David Humphrey’s puppet Justin
Hill, the state representative in the
Missouri 108th House District and recipient of a $25,000 donation from the
Humphreys family, recently made his
master proud in stating publicly that “If
it doesn’t pass this August, we will pass
it in the legislature again next year, and
the year after that, and the year after
that.” This clearly defines who it is that
too many of our elected representatives’ feel accountable to.
The Missouri state motto is “Let the
welfare of the people be the supreme
law” and the people of Missouri collected over 300,000 signatures to reject

this agenda and right to work. It should
be very clear what the people of the
great state of Missouri want from their
elected representatives. We want a legislature that is working to create good
jobs with great wages and benefits,
provide access to affordable health
care, improve our state education
system and restore our infrastructure
to a level we can be proud of. We do
not want to be the next Mississippi
or Louisiana. We are Missouri and we
demand more from our elected representatives.
It has become clear that we must
change who we send to Jefferson City
if we are to stop these attacks on our
union, our families and our way of life.
We must all engage in the process at
a renewed level and send a clear message, that we demand a legislature that
lives up to our state motto. We must
not only turn out in huge numbers
on August 7th to Vote NO on Prop A
but we must continue the fight into
November and vote out all those that
oppose labor and collective bargaining rights.

UAW-Ford Fitness Center

Open Monday through Friday 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. (22 hrs.)
Saturday 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Sunday 2:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Located in the Education Bldg.
Call 459-1945 for more information.

Retiree picnic Sept.9th at Tryst Falls
By Susan Pena

W

e will not be having our regular retiree meeting in August. We will
see you again at our Annual Retiree Picnic at the Tryst Falls Park
near Excelsior Spring, Mo. on Wednesday, September 19th. Sign in
begins at 10:00 a.m. The picnic starts at 10:30 a.m. Please bring a side dish
or dessert and a lawn chair and umbrella. Wabash Barbecue is once again
catering the dinner. Thanks to UAW Local 249 for supplying the barbecue.
We are also invited to the UAW at 11:00 a.m. at the union hall is changLocal 249 Annual Picnic Monday, Sep- ing. This month it will be held on the
tember 3, 2018 at La Benite Riverfront second Friday August 10th. Please
Park in Independence, Mo from 11:00 bring a snack to share and a white
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Stop by the union hall elephant gift.
Please remember to get out and
before August 24th to get your bracelet
for admittance. We hope to see you vote NO on Prop A on Tuesday, August
7, 2018. Workers have the right to make
all there.
If you have any insurance ques- choices about their employment like
tions, please call your Local 249 Ben- they have the right to choose where
efits Representatives- Steve Hibbs, they shop or live or enjoy recreation.
Derron Joyner or Jason Hartman at No one likes a freeloader.
Why should there be a law that
816-454-6333.
Just a reminder that the money we forces any organization to give somecollect at each meeting during the year one benefits that also makes it okay for
is being donated to the Salvation Army. them not to have to pay?
We live in a democracy, if your
Thank you so much for your continued
candidate doesn’t win, you don’t get
generosity.
Please note that our normal bingo the option not paying your taxes. Why
held on the third Friday of the month should this be any different.

Great memories were made by retirees who enjoyed good food and solidarity at the
2017 annual picnic held at Watkins Mill. Photo by Don Lehman.

Retiree Picnic
Tryst Falls Park near Excelsior Springs
Wednesday, September 19 at 10:00 a.m.
The food will be catered by Wabash Barbecue
Please bring a side dish or dessert along with a lawn chair
and umbrella

Get the official APP of United Auto
Workers Local 249!
Connect with us to get the latest updates, sign up for text alerts, learn about
Local 249 events, take action, and read
stories that are relevant to you.
Download from the Google Play Store
http://bit.ly/2qZwEq6 or Apple Store
http://apple.co/2qq5E0l

Like us on Facebook

www.facebook.com/UAWLocal249
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Trade unionists across the Kansas City Metro rallied at Local 249 July 10 to defeat right to work. AFL-CIO secretary treasurer Liz Shuler joined Congressman Emanuel Cleaver,
State Reps Judy Morgan and Mark Ellebracht and State Sen. Lauren Arthur joined in get out the vote efforts in a day of phone banking and door to door visits with area
voters. Photo by Don Lehman.

Protect your pay, vote NO on Prop. A

C

By Pat Hayes

alling Missouri ground zero in the fight for labor rights, AFL-CIO secretary treasurer Liz Shuler rallied union activists to get out the vote
to defeat right to work at Local 249 July 10.
Congressman Emanuel Cleaver,
Local 249 members have been on
State Reps Judy Morgan and Mark the forefront of the fight to repeal right
Ellebracht and State Sen. Lauren Arthur to work in Missouri.
all gave fiery speeches calling for a no
“Our members understand that
vote on Proposition A to activists gath- unions make it possible for regular
ered at Local 249 for a day of phone working people to earn a decent living,”
banking and door to door visits with said Local 249 President Jason Starr,
area voters.
who hosted the event at Local 249.
“We haven’t been fooled by the
“Everyone is wanting to write the
deceptive
language of right to work.
labor movement’s obituary,” AFL-CIO
That’s
why
our
members were so key to
secretary treasurer Liz Shuler said. “Are
the
petition
drive
that put the initiative
we going to let that happen?”
to
repeal
right
to
work on the ballot,
“No!” was the resounding reply
and
why
we
have
been so active in
from the union activists.
getting
out
the
vote.
”
“We think Missouri’s victory will
Corporate
Pacs
and anti-worker
signal that — that there’s a turnaround
politicians
were
shocked
by the surand that we are a powerful movement,”
prise
victory
of
Lauren
Arthur
in the
Shuler said.
“Right to work is a political ploy Clay County District 17 Missouri Senate
to weaken unions,” said Missouri Con- June 5 special election. They expected
gressman Emanuel Cleaver. “I’m happy that lavish funding for her opponent
to see Missouri’s workers standing up and a deluge of negative campaign
ads would produce the usual results
for themselves.”
All the speakers called for a re- for their candidate.
However, Local 249 activists turned
sounding no vote on Proposition A
the
tables
by turning out to have daily
which will be on the August 7 ballot.
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face to face meetings with voters in
the district.
Local 249 activists are employing
the same template to the August 7
right to work vote.
The Local’s Community Action Program committee is organizing members to go door to door in the area to
meet with voters and explain why right
to work is a threat to them whether
they’re union members or not.
“Right to work laws don’t generate
jobs,” says Local 249 CAP committee
chair Shirley Mata. “Unions, like the
UAW, raise wages for union members
and nonunion workers. We’re confident
we can repeal right to work in Missouri,
because when we show people the
facts, they understand the law is not
designed to help them. It’s to fatten
corporate profits at their expense.”
Research by the Economic Policy
Institute, a nonprofit, nonpartisan
think tank created in 1986 to include
the needs of low and middle income
workers in economic policy discussions, demonstrates that right to work
laws don’t boost jobs, instead they
restrict unions and hurt wages.
Workers in right to work states
earn 3.1 percent less than workers in

non right to work states.
The rate of fatalities in the workplace is 54 percent higher in states
with right to work laws according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Unions give workers a voice in the
workplace, allowing them to speak
up about hazards on the job without
fear of retaliation. When right to work
laws weaken this system of checks and
balances, workers may no longer feel
comfortable speaking up about safety,
according to EPI.
Right to work supporters in Jefferson City are already threatening to
re-introduce right to work in the Missouri legislature if Prop A is defeated,
says Starr.
“That’s why we are drawing up
plans now,” says Starr, to apply the
successful template we developed in
the Arthur campaign to the general
election in November. Ultimately, the
only way to defeat right to work and
the other anti-worker laws that are sure
to be introduced in the next session of
the legislature is to elect pro-worker
candidates who will stand with us, not
just to block bad laws, but to begin to
pass good laws that put people over
profits.”

